USER’S
GUIDE

MEDIA KIT

Important Safety Instructions

WARNING
To reduce risk of fire or shock hazard,
do not expose components to rain or moisture.

Installer: This reminder is provided to call your attention to Article 820-40 of the National Electrical Code (Section 54
of the Canadian Electrical Code, Part 1) which provides guidelines for proper grounding and, in particular, specifies that
the cable ground shall be connected to the grounding system of the building as close to the point of cable entry as
practical.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Read these instructions.
Keep these instructions.
Heed all warnings.
Follow all instructions.
Do not use this apparatus near water.
Clean only with a damp cloth.
Do not block any of the ventilation openings. Install in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
Protect the power cord from being walked on or pinched, particularly at plugs, convenience receptacles, and the
point where the cord exits from the apparatus.
9. Only use attachments and accessories specified by the manufacturer.
10. Unplug this apparatus during lightning storms or when unused for long periods of time.
11. Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel. Servicing is required when the apparatus has been damaged in any
way, such as the power supply cord or plug is damaged, liquid has been spilled or objects have fallen into the
apparatus, the apparatus has been exposed to rain or moisture, or the apparatus does not operate normally or has
been dropped.
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Safety Instructions
FCC Notice

NOTICE
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device,
pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can
radiate radio frequency and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may
cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that
interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful
interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment
off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following
measures:




Reorient or relocate the MediaCaster or cables.
Increase the separation between the equipment.
Consult the dealer or an experienced radio or television technician for help.

Modifications
The FCC requires the user to be notified that any changes or modifications made to this device
that are not expressly approved by Peracom Networks, Inc. may void the user’s authority to
operate the equipment.

Cables
Connections to this device must be made with shielded cables in order to maintain compliance
with FCC Rules and Regulations.
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What’s in the Box?
One Avcast Media Kit contains the items that are shown and listed on this page.
See Appendix E in this guide or contact your retail supplier for information on ordering additional and replacement
components.

MediaCaster (1)
CableCaster (1)
Connects TVs, the
MediaCaster, the IRCaster, and
the antenna or Cable TV signal
cable to the network.
Receives power from its own
Wall Adapter or remotely from
the IRCaster.

Connects a home
entertainment device and a
TV to the network.
Creates a "personal" channel
used to view the device output
on the network TVs.

IRCaster (1)
Lets you control a home
entertainment device from
another room.
Provides power remotely to
the CableCaster.

Terminator (5)
Place one on each
unused "Caster" port.
Terminators prevent
signal leakage to and
from your network.

IR Emitter (1)
Connects to the MediaCaster
and the home entertainment
device to allow control of the
device from the IRCaster
room.

Other Items in the Kit
•
•
•
•
•
•

6-foot Coaxial Cable (2)
6-foot Audio/Video Cable (1)
No. 10x1 Screws (2)
Velcro Strips (2)
15 VDC @ 300mA Wall Adapters (Power Supplies) (2)
Warranty Card

IR Detector (1)
Connects to the IRCaster to let
you control the home
entertainment device that is in
the MediaCaster room.
Can also connect to a
MediaCaster to control a
device that is connected to
another MediaCaster.

Technical Information
If you want to know the technical details, the appendixes in the back of this guide provide "Caster" technical
specifications, discuss programming signal loss implications in the home entertainment network design, and provide
coaxial cable and Cable TV reference information.
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What Does the Avcast Media Kit Do?
The Avcast Media Kit uses the coaxial cable wiring in a house to create a home entertainment network.
The home entertainment network connects TV programming services, television sets (TVs), and home entertainment
devices together, so that every TV can be used to view the programs and device video output.
A home entertainment device is a device that produces audio/video output—
such as a VCR, a Premium cable box, a DSS receiver, a game station, or a DVD deck.
(Some home entertainment devices also receive audio/video signals—such as recording a TV program on a VCR.)
With a home entertainment network you can:
•

View a program from a local TV antenna, a Cable TV service, or a DSS receiver
on TVs in several rooms in the house
Note:

The same program or channel is viewed on every TV in the network. The home network does not
allow, for example, two TVs to view two different channels from the same DSS receiver.

•

View the video output from a home entertainment device on TVs in several rooms in the house

•

From a room, view and change the video output from a home entertainment device that is located in another
room

Here's an example of a home entertainment network created with one Avcast Media Kit.
from cable
company or
local TV antenna

Wall
Adapter

CableCaster

IRCaster

MediaCaster
ground
block
TV
filter
(optional)

cable
wall outlet

audio/video cable

Wall
Adapter

TV
IR Detector

cable
wall outlet

TV

TV

cable
wall outlets
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home entertainment
device

IR Emitter

What Does the Avcast Media Kit Do?
Basic Installation
With one Avcast Media Kit (and no extra components or cables), you can install a basic home entertainment network.
The basic network includes:
•

2, 3, or 4 television sets (TVs)

•

One home entertainment device
Note:

•

The home entertainment device that will be connected has audio/video OUT jacks or ports.
Most devices have 3 audio/video ports; monaural (not stereo) devices have only 2 audio/video ports.

One or two TV programming signals
•

A local TV antenna

•

Unscrambled Cable TV channels

•

A DSS receiver

•

A DSS receiver with a local TV antenna or unscrambled Cable TV (NOT both)

The basic installation assumes that
•

A ground block has been installed with the programming signal system.
The ground block is usually near the electric meter outside the house, so that it can share the electrical ground
connection.
The ground block prevents possible shocks when you are installing the network, and damage to the network
from lightning and static electricity.

•

There is a coaxial cable wall outlet in each TV room.

•

The cables from the wall outlets are connected to a splitter, either somewhere in the house or in an unlocked
cable company case.

Advanced Installations
The "Advanced Installations" section of this guide explains and illustrates several network connections that require extra
components and cables.
•

Advanced CableCaster connections
•

Connect more than one TV to a CableCaster NET port

•

Install the CableCaster when the cable company case is locked

•

Install the CableCaster when the existing programming signal system has no splitter—
only a single antenna or Cable TV signal cable connected to one TV

•

•

Connect a Cable TV Premium cable box to allow communication back to the cable company
• with an unlocked cable company case
• with a locked cable company case
Install another MediaCaster and home entertainment device

•

Advanced MediaCaster connections
Splitters and extra cables are required for connecting devices so that they can also receive video input.

•

•

Install the MediaCaster with a VCR and a TV,
so that you can record one channel while you watch another channel

•

Connect the IR Emitter and the IR Detector to the MediaCaster

Install another IRCaster
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What Does the Avcast Media Kit Do?
The MediaCaster
The MediaCaster connects one home entertainment device and one TV to the home entertainment network.
A home entertainment device is a device that produces audio/video output.
A DSS receiver, a game station, a VCR, and a DVD deck, are examples of
home entertainment devices.
You can watch the video output from the home entertainment device on any TV
on the home entertainment network.
If you connect the IR Emitter to the device and the MediaCaster, you can use the
IRCaster and IR Detector in another room to change the video output of the home
entertainment device in the MediaCaster room.
For example, you can change the DSS receiver channel when the receiver is in the living room and you are watching
TV in the bedroom. Or you can play a video game in one room when the game station is installed in another room.
The MediaCaster creates a "personal" channel. Any TV in the network can be used to watch the video output from the
home entertainment device connected to the MediaCaster, by tuning the TV to the personal channel set on that
MediaCaster.

The IRCaster
The IRCaster can be used in the home entertainment network for three purposes:
•

The IRCaster provides electrical power remotely to the CableCaster.
The CableCaster is often installed in a location where there is no electrical outlet within 6 feet of the
CableCaster. Connecting the IRCaster to the network and its Wall Adapter to an electrical outlet also provides
electrical power to the CableCaster.

•

The IRCaster connects a TV to the home entertainment network.
The TV can be used to view the output from the programming service connected to the home entertainment
network, and to view the video output from a home entertainment device that is connected to a MediaCaster in
another room.

•

The IRCaster with the IR Detector connected lets you control the video output of the home
entertainment device located in one room when you are watching the video output in
another room.
For example, you can change the channel on a DSS receiver or play a video game in the
IRCaster room when the receiver or game station is connected to the MediaCaster in
another room.
The IR Emitter must be connected to the MediaCaster and to the home entertainment
device to allow control of the device from the other room.
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What Does the Avcast Media Kit Do?
The CableCaster
One CableCaster is used in every home entertainment network.
The CableCaster links together the coaxial cable wiring for the home entertainment network.
The programming signal cable from a local TV antenna or Cable TV service is
connected directly to the CableCaster.
The programming signal from a DSS receiver comes into the network through the
MediaCaster, which is connected to the CableCaster.
The cable from each cable wall outlet in the house is connected to the CableCaster.
A TV, a MediaCaster, or an IRCaster is connected to each cable wall outlet.
Power can be supplied to the CableCaster by connecting a Wall Adapter to the
CableCaster (if there is an electrical outlet near the CableCaster), or remotely from the IRCaster connection.

The following figure illustrates possible types of connections to the CableCaster.
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What Does the Avcast Media Kit Do?
What Do You Want to Connect to Your Home Entertainment Network?
Use the network example figure and the "Caster" descriptions to help you determine the components that you want to
connect to create your home entertainment network. Write a check mark next to each component that you select.
✓ CableCaster (always installed)
__ Wall Adapter (if electrical outlet is available, and the IRCaster is not installed in the network)
__ MediaCaster
Note:

The home entertainment device that will be connected to the MediaCaster must have audio/video OUT
jacks or ports.

__ DSS receiver
__ Game station
__ DVD deck
__ VCR (needs a splitter and extra coaxial cables if you want to record one channel
while you watch another channel on TV)
__ Premium cable box (needs extra splitter and coaxial cables
to allow communication back to the cable company)
__ Other ___________________________________________
__ IR Emitter (if you want to control the home entertainment device from another room)
__ IR Detector (if you want to control a home entertainment device located in another room)
__ IRCaster
__ IR Detector (if you want to control a home entertainment device located in another room)

What To Do First
Go to the next section, "Get Ready,…Get Set,…", to answer a few important questions about the house and about the
home entertainment network that you want to create.
The answers will indicate which installation instructions you need to use to begin your home entertainment network
installation.
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Get Ready,…Get Set,…
Are you and the house ready to install the Avcast Media Kit?
Let's take a look around the house.

1. Safety First—Is a ground block installed?

Yes __ No __

A ground block is often attached to the outside of the house near the electrical
power box, to have easy access to the earth ground that is used by the house
electrical system. If there is a cable company case, the ground block is usually in
the case.
If a ground block was not installed with the antenna or DSS system, or in the cable
company case, install one or get a service provider to install one.
The USA and Canadian Electrical Codes listed in the Safety Instructions in the
front of this guide provide guidelines for proper grounding.

Local TV Antenna

Cable Company Case

DSS

2. Is the existing programming signal system one of these?
Antenna:

Yes __ No __

More than one TV is connected to a local TV antenna,
through a splitter or multi-drop amplifier.
The CableCaster will replace the splitter or amplifier.

Cable TV: There is an unlocked cable company case, with a splitter inside. (See the figures in Appendix C.)
The CableCaster will replace the splitter.
DSS:

One coaxial cable is connected to a DSS receiver in the house.

3. Does the existing programming signal system work correctly?

Yes __ No __

If there are problems with the existing system, it might be difficult to tell whether a problem during installation is a
new problem or an old problem.
The home entertainment network installation will not necessarily correct problems in the existing system.
Continued on next page
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Get Ready,…Get Set,…
4. Are there parallel-wired cable wall outlets in up to 4 rooms?

Yes __ No __

Remove an outlet plate and look inside the outlet.
Parallel-wired outlets look like this inside

Note:

Not like this (this is serial wiring)

The Radio Shack book Installing TV Video Systems explains coaxial cable types and wiring methods in
detail.

5. Are you connecting one of these configurations to the home entertainment
network?
Yes __ No __
•

Up to 4 TVs and 1 basic home entertainment device (the device must have audio/video OUT ports).
(some advanced MediaCaster VCR and Premium cable box connections require
a splitter and extra cables for installation)

•

Only 2, 3, or 4 TVs; no home entertainment devices

6. Is there an electrical outlet or a plug strip in each room within 6 feet of where you
will install each "Caster"?
Yes __ No __
Power is needed within 6 feet of each "Caster" and each device on the home entertainment network.
Exception: The CableCaster can receive power remotely from the IRCaster.
You will need 3 power receptacles for a MediaCaster, a TV, and a home entertainment device in the same room.

If you answered Yes to all 6 questions,
You're ready,… and You're set…
GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit. (Go to the next section.)
If you answered No to Question 4,…
For serial wiring (Question 4),
go to the "Home Network Installation with Serial Wiring" section.

If you answered No to Question 2 or Question 5.…
You will need advanced installation instructions for connections that require extra components such as coaxial
cables or splitters.
Refer to the Instruction Selection Chart on the next page to determine which instructions you will need for your
connection.
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Get Ready,…Get Set,…
Instruction Selection Chart for Advanced Installations
This chart indicates which instructions to use for advanced connections in the network. Each advanced connection in the
list assumes that it is the only advanced connection in the network. If you have more than one advanced connection,
select the appropriate advanced instructions for each connection and skip the coresponding basic instructions.
Note:

The "GO!—Basic Installation" sections and steps refer to the following sections in the "GO! Install The
Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section that begins on page 10.
Step 1 = "Step 1. Install the MediaCaster
Step 3 = "Step 3. Install the CableCaster"
Step 2 = :Step 2. Install the IRCaster
Step 4 = "Step 4. Try It Out"

Advanced Connection
MediaCaster
• Connect a VCR, so that you can
record one TV channel while
you watch another one.

1.
2.

Use Instructions Section

In Section

"Advanced VCR Connection"
Step 2 through Step 4 to complete
network installation
Step 1 through Step 4
"Connect an IR Detector and the IR
Emitter to the MediaCaster""

"Advanced Installation"
"GO!—Basic Installation"

•

Connect an IR Detector and the
IR Emitter to the MediaCaster.

1.
2.

•

Connect another MediaCaster to
the network.

1.
2.

Step 1 through Step 4
"Install Another MediaCaster in the
Home Entertainment Network"

"GO!—Basic Installation"
"Advanced Installation"

1.

"Install Another IRCaster in the Home
Entertainment Network"

"Advanced Installation"

1.
2.

Step 1 through Step 4
"Connect More Than One TV to a
CableCaster NET port""

"GO!—Basic Installation"
"Advanced Installation"

1.
2.

Step 1 and Step 2
" Install a CableCaster—Locked Cable
Company Case"
Step 4
Step 1 and Step 2
" Install a CableCaster—Single Signal
Cable, No Splitter"
Step 4
Step 1 and Step 2
" Install the CableCaster with a
Premium Cable Box—Locked Cable
Company Case"
Step 4
Step 1 and Step 2
" Install a CableCaster with a Premium
Cable Box —Single Signal Cable "
Step 4

"GO!—Basic Installation"
"Advanced Installation"

IRCaster
• Connect another IRCaster to the
network.
DO NOT use "Step 2. Install the
IRCaster" basic instructions to
install another IRCaster.
CableCaster
• Connect More Than One TV to a
CableCaster NET port.
•

Install a CableCaster with the
splitter inside a locked cable
company case.

•

Install a CableCaster with a
single programming signal cable
and no splitter.

•

Install a CableCaster with a
Premium cable box and a locked
cable company case.

•

Install a CableCaster with a
Premium cable box and the
splitter inside a locked cable
company case.

3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

3.
1.
2.
3.
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"GO!—Basic Installation"
"Advanced Installation"

"GO!—Basic Installation"
"GO!—Basic Installation"
"Advanced Installation"
"GO!—Basic Installation"
"GO!—Basic Installation"
"Advanced Installation"

"GO!—Basic Installation"
"GO!—Basic Installation"
"Advanced Installation"
"GO!—Basic Installation"

GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation
This section explains how to install one Avcast Media Kit with no extra components or coaxial cables.
•

Use these basic installation instructions if you answered Yes to all 6 questions in the "Get Ready,… Get Set,…"
section.

•

Use the checked list of components from the " What Do You Want to Connect to Your Home Entertainment
Network?" section to help you follow the instructions.

Here is what we are going to do:
Step 1.

Install the MediaCaster
Install it if you want to connect one home entertainment device to the home entertainment network.

Step 2.

Install the IRCaster
Install it to power the CableCaster, or to control the home entertainment device from another room,
or both.

Step 3.

Install the CableCaster
Connect cable wall outlets and a local TV antenna or Cable TV signal to the home entertainment
network. "Casters" and TVs are connected to the cable wall outlets.

Step 4.

Try It Out

Let's GO!
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GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit
Step 1. Install the MediaCaster
Where to connect it: Connect the MediaCaster in the room where the home entertainment device is located.
What you need: No tools are needed.
What to do:
•

Do the following steps.
(If you need an advanced VCR connection, go to "Advanced VCR Connection" in the "Advanced
Installations" section.)

1. Select a TV channel to use for the MediaCaster.
Find two consecutive unused TV channels that have no trace of a picture.
"Unused" has no usable hint of a picture, just pure snow.
Select the higher of the two channels for your personal channel.
Antenna or DSS:
Tune from channel 14 through channel 30.

Why 2 channels?
Because using the higher
one for the personal
channel creates interference
on the lower one.

Cable TV:
Tune from channel 64 through channel 80.
If you cannot find two consecutive unused channels,
Use the filter provided in the kit when you connect the CableCaster.
The filter will free up channels by blocking the existing pictures.
Check the filter label color in your kit, and choose a personal
channel in the range that is blocked by that filter.
Appendix C describes the use of filters in the home entertainment
network.

Filter Label Color Blocks Channels
Green
65 through 69
Blue
70 through 74
Red
75 through 80
White
65 through 80

2. Turn the MediaCaster dial to your selected personal channel
number.
3. Slide the ANT-CATV-HRC switch to the correct setting.
Antenna (no Cable TV): ANT
Cable TV: CATV or HRC
If you do not know which one your Cable TV company uses,
slide it to CATV.
You can change it later if it is incorrect.

MediaCaster

Channel
Number

2

2

3

Dial

Continued on next page
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ANT-CATV-HRC
3 position switch

MediaCaster
2

Dial

GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit
4. Connect the audio/video cable into the audio/video OUT ports on MediaCaster and on the
home entertainment device.
Plug the colored ends of the cable into the corresponding colored ports on the MediaCaster and the device.
You might need to push hard on the connectors for a tight fit.
Tips:
•
•
•
•

You can use the audio/video cable in the kit,
or use the cable that came with the device if that cable has a single connector on the device end.
Monaural devices combine the audio into one connector. Leave the red connector unplugged.
If your DSS receiver has no unused audio/video OUT ports, you can purchase an audio/video
distribution amplifier from Radio Shack (Part Number 15-1103).
If your Premium cable box does not have audio/video ports, contact your cable company to trade it
for one that has the audio/video ports.

MediaCaster

MediaCaster

MediaCaster

from cable
company

audio/video
cable

4

DVD, game station, etc.

audio/video
cable

audio/video
cable

4

4

DSS receiver

Premium cable box

MediaCaster
TV
port
TV

5

5. Connect a coaxial cable to the TV and to
the MediaCaster TV port.
audio/video
cable

home entertainment device

Continued on next page
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GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit

MediaCaster
TV
port

6. Connect a coaxial cable to the
MediaCaster NET port and to the
cable wall outlet.

TV

You can use a 6-foot cable from the kit.
NET
port

audio/video
cable

6
cable wall
outlet

home entertainment device

green LED

8

MediaCaster
7. Plug the Wall Adapter into the
MediaCaster 15VDC receptacle
and into the electrical outlet or
plug strip.

TV
port

7

TV
Wall
Adapter
NET
port

8. Check to see that the green LED
is lighted.

cable wall
outlet

Continued on next page
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audio/video
cable

home entertainment device

GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit
If you want to control the MediaCaster home entertainment device from the IRCaster room,
9. Connect the IR Emitter to the home entertainment device.
a. Locate the infrared (IR) lens on the home entertainment device.
If the IR lens is not labeled,
use the device remote control to locate the IR lens.
With the device turned on,
hold the remote control very near the front of the device.
Move the control along the front of the device
as you press and release the Power button.
When the device turns off, you have found the IR lens.
b. Plug the IR Emitter cord into
the MediaCaster IR
receptacle.
c. Attach the IR Emitter to the
home entertainment device.
Peel the protective cover off of the
tape on the back of the IR Emitter.
Stick the IR Emitter (on the other
end of the cord) over the IR lens on
the home entertainment device

green LED

MediaCaster

TV
port

9

TV

NET
port

You can use a Velcro strip (in the kit)
to attach the MediaCaster to a
mounting surface.

Wall
Adapter
audio/video cable

You can attach the MediaCaster to the
back or side of the TV, to a piece of
furniture, or to a wall—wherever the
Velcro will not damage the surface.

cable wall
outlet
home entertainment device
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The MediaCaster is installed, with a home entertainment device connected to it.

What to do next:
•

Go to "Step 2. Install the IRCaster."
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GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit
Step 2. Install the IRCaster
CAUTION
DO NOT plug the IRCaster Wall Adapter into the electrical outlet until you
complete the "Step 3. Install the CableCaster" section.
The IRCaster could be damaged if you plug it in before the CableCaster is
installed in the network and you connect the IRCaster to the CableCaster.
Where to connect it: Choose a TV room that will not have a home entertainment device connected in it.
With the IR Detector connected, you can control a home entertainment device that is
located in another room.
CAUTION
The first or only IRCaster that is installed in a home network MUST have a direct cable run to the
CableCaster. There cannot be a splitter or a multi-drop amplifier between the IRCaster and the
CableCaster in order to prevent damage to the IR function of the IRCaster.
What you need: No tools are needed.
What to do:
•

Do the following steps.
CAUTION
DO NOT use these instructions to install another IRCaster in the network after the first IRCaster
is connected. Go to "Install Another IRCaster in the Home Entertainment Network" in the
"Advanced Installations" section.
All IRCasters installed in the network after the first one require a DC Block to be connected to
the IRCaster NET port. The wall outlet cable is connected to the DC Block.
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1. Connect a coaxial cable to the TV and to the IRCaster TV port.
If the TV is connected to the cable wall outlet, move the cable connector from the wall outlet to the
IRCaster TV port.
2. Connect a coaxial cable to the IRCaster NET port and to the cable wall outlet.
3. Plug the Wall Adapter into the IRCaster 15VDC receptacle.
WAIT! DO NOT plug the Wall Adapter into the electrical outlet until you complete the CableCaster
installation in the next section.

IRCaster

TV
port

TV
port

3

NET
port

Wall
Adapter

2

1

TV

IRCaster

IRCaster

TV

cable
wall outlet

TV

If you want to control the MediaCaster home entertainment device from the IRCaster room,
4. Plug the IR Detector cord into the IR receptacle on the
top of the IRCaster.

IRCaster

IR Detector
lens

4

5

5. Position the IR Detector lens so that you can point a
device remote control directly at the lens.

Wall
Adapter
TV
port

NET
port

You can use a Velcro strip (in the kit) to attach the IRCaster
to a mounting surface.
You can attach the IRCaster to furniture or to a wall—wherever the
Velcro will not damage the surface.
TV
cable
wall outlet

The IRCaster is connected to the network.

What to do next:
•

Go to "Step 3. Install the CableCaster."
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GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit
Step 3. Install the CableCaster
Where to connect it: A place where the programming signal cable and the cables from the wall outlets
all come together—usually where the splitter is in the existing system.
The CableCaster replaces the splitter. It can be in a room or space in the house
such as the attic, crawl space, garage, or utility room; or it can be in an unlocked cable
company case outside or attached to a wall of the house.
If the CableCaster will be installed outside, enclose it in a weatherproof case
(see Appendix E to purchase a weatherproof case from Peracom).

CAUTION
DO NOT try to combine a Cable TV signal and a local TV antenna signal in the same home
entertainment network. It violates FCC Rules and Regulations, and probably will result in
two different programs trying to use the same channel at the same time.

What you need: A Phillips screwdriver
What to do:
•

Do the steps on the following page to install the CableCaster.
Refer to the following figure during the installation.

green LED

CableCaster

from cable
company or
local TV
antenna

6

from cable company or
local TV antenna

splitter
IN port

ground
block
NET
ports

2

ANT/CATV port

3

ground
block
(outside of
house)

1

splitter
OUT ports

splitter
OUT ports

2

filter
(optional)

3
cable wall
outlet
3
Terminators on
unused ports
4
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cable wall
outlet
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GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit
(Refer to the figure on the preceding page.)
1. If you need to install the filter for your
MediaCaster personal channel, connect
the filter to the CableCaster ANT/CATV
port.

CableCaster

2. Connect a cable or a terminator to the
CableCaster ANT/CATV port.
Move the programming signal cable from the
splitter IN port to the CableCaster ANT/CATV
port.
If the filter is connected to the ANT/CATV port,
connect the cable to the filter.

ANT/CATV
port

ANT/CATV
port

To connect a local TV antenna or Cable TV:

filter

2

1

cable from
splitter IN port

2

terminator on
port for DSS

2
Splitter IN cable
connected to filter

For DSS only:
(no local TV antenna or Cable TV in the
network)
Place a terminator on the ANT/CATV port.
DO NOT connect the DSS antenna cable to the CableCaster.
Leave the antenna cable connected to the DSS receiver.
3. Move the cables from the splitter OUT ports to the
CableCaster NET ports.

green LED

4. If there are any unused CableCaster NET ports,
place a terminator on each unused port.
5. Go plug the IRCaster Wall Adapter into
the electrical outlet.
Return to the CableCaster, and check
to see that the green LED is lighted.
Note:

CableCaster

5
NET
ports

3

4

terminator on
unused NET port

The CableCaster receives electrical power remotely from
the IRCaster Wall Adapter. A Wall Adapter can be
connected to the CableCaster if there is an electrical outlet near the CableCaster and the IRCaster is not
connected to the network.

You can use the screws and the screwdriver to attach the CableCaster to a mounting surface.

The CableCaster is installed in the network.
What to do next:
•

Go to "Step 4. Try It Out."
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Step 4. Try It Out
Turn on a TV, and watch some of your favorite channels.
Tune the TV to each channel that you want to view.
Play a game, watch a video, or watch a DSS or Premium cable channel on your MediaCaster
personal channel.
The MediaCaster personal channel functions much like the channel 3 or 4 that you set on your TV when you
have a Premium cable box. With a Premium cable box, the TV is always set to channel 3 or 4; you change the
Cable TV program (video output) that you see on the TV by selecting the channel on the Premium cable box
(not on the TV).
To view the video output from a home entertainment device that is connected to a MediaCaster:
1. Turn on the home entertainment device and select the video output that you want to view
(such as a channel on the Premium cable box, a video tape, or a video game).
2. Turn on a TV that is connected to the home entertainment network and tune the TV to the personal
channel that is set on the MediaCaster.
The selected video output from the home entertainment device can be viewed on any TV that is connected to
the home entertainment network, when the TV is tuned to the MediaCaster personal channel for that device.
When two or more MediaCasters are installed in the home entertainment network, each MediaCaster uses a
different personal channel. The home entertainment devices that are connected to the MediaCasters can all be
turned on at the same time. To view the video output from a device, tune the TV to the personal channel that is
set on the MediaCaster connected to that device. Tune the TV to a different personal channel to view the video
output from another device on the network.
Now play the game, watch the video, or watch the TV channel while you are in a different room
from where the home entertainment device is located.
•

•

When you are viewing the device output on a TV that is not in the same room where the device is located,
you can:
–

Go to the room where the device is located.

–

Use the device remote control to change the device video output.

–

Return to the TV room to view the changed video output.

If an IR Emitter is connected to the MediaCaster and to the home entertainment device, and an IR Detector
is installed in the room where the TV is located, you can:
–

Bring the device remote control (or a universal remote control) to the room where the TV is located.

–

Point the device or universal remote control at the IR Detector lens, and use the remote control
functions to change or control the video output from the device that is in the other room.
The IR Detector can be connected to a MediaCaster or an IRCaster in the room with the TV.
YOU'RE DONE!

Enjoy your new home entertainment network!
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If you answered No to Question 2 or Question 5 or both in the "Get Ready,…Get Set,…" section, you have a home
entertainment network configuration that requires something extra in addition to those in one Avcast Media Kit.
The connection might need a splitter, extra coaxial cables, additional "Casters," or a combination of extras.

This section explains how to make the following connections in a home entertainment network:
•

Advanced CableCaster connections
•

Connect more than one TV to a CableCaster NET port
A splitter and 1 extra coaxial cable are required.

•

Install the CableCaster when the cable company case is locked
F connectors and tools to cut cables, make new cables, and terminate cut cables are required.

•

Install the CableCaster when the existing programming signal system has no splitter—
only a single antenna or Cable TV signal cable connected to one TV
F connectors and tools to cut cables and make new cables are required.

•

Connect a Cable TV Premium cable box to allow communication back to the cable company,
when there is a single Cable TV cable—no splitter
A 2-way splitter, 1 extra coaxial cable, and F connectors and cable cutting tools are required.

•

Connect a Cable TV Premium cable box when the splitter is inside a locked cable company case
F connectors and cable cutting tools are required.

•

Advanced MediaCaster connections
•

Install the MediaCaster with a VCR and a TV,
so that you can record one channel while you watch another channel
A splitter and an extra coaxial cable are required.

•

Connect the IR Emitter and the IR Detector to the MediaCaster
A Handset Adapter is required (Radio Shack Part Number 279-425).

•

Install another MediaCaster and home entertainment device
An extra MediaCaster is required (see Appendix E for ordering information).

•

Install another IRCaster
An extra IRCaster is required (see Appendix E for ordering information).

Choose the instructions for the connection that you want to make to the home entertainment network.
Most of the instructions are for installation of one "Caster." The rest of the network is installed using the basic
installation instructions in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section; you skip the basic
installation step for the "Caster" that is installed with these advanced connection instructions. Each advanced
instruction indicates when to use the basic installation instructions to complete the network installation.
Here we go!
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Connect More Than One TV to a CableCaster NET Port
This section explains how to use a splitter and an extra coaxial cable to connect more than one TV
to a CableCaster NET port. For example,

Change this
from cable
company or
local TV antenna

CableCaster

IRCaster

MediaCaster
ground
block
TV

cable wall
outlet
IR Detector

cable wall
outlet

TV
TV
TV

home entertainment
device

IR Emitter

cable wall
outlets

To this

CableCaster

IRCaster

from cable
company or
local TV

MediaCaster
ground
block
TV

cable wall
outlets
IR Detector

cable wall
outlet
home entertainment
IR Emitter
device

TV

TV
TV

TV

cable wall
outlets

splitter

cable wall
outlets
TV

TV
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What you need:
For each NET port that needs more than one TV connected,
•

A splitter, with the correct number of OUT ports
(for example, a 2-way splitter for 2 TVs or a 4-way splitter for 4 TVs)

•

1 extra coaxial cable

What to do:
•

Install the complete basic home entertainment network, except for the extra TVs.
(Follow the instructions in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic
Installation" section.)

•

Do the following steps for each CableCaster NET port that needs
more than one TV connected to it.

splitter
IN port

1. Connect one end of the extra coaxial cable to the splitter IN port.

1
2. Move the cable for one TV from the CableCaster NET port to an OUT port
on the splitter.

CableCaster

NET
ports

splitter
OUT port

2
TV

TV

cable wall
outlet

cable wall
outlet

Continued on next page
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CableCaster

3. Connect the other end of the splitter IN cable to the
CableCaster NET port.
NET
ports

4. Connect the coaxial cables from the additional TVs
to the other OUT ports on the splitter.

3

5. If there are unused OUT ports on the splitter, place a
terminator on each unused splitter OUT port.

cable wall
outlet

TV

cable wall
outlet

TV

TV

4

splitter
4
OUT ports

splitter
OUT ports

TV

TV
cable wall
outlets

OR
cable wall
outlet

TV

cable wall
outlet
TV

4

splitter
OUT ports

terminator on
unused port

splitter
4
OUT ports
TV

5
cable wall
outlet

6. Check each TV that is connected to the splitter.
Turn on the TV.
Make sure that the TV picture is displayed properly.
If a TV picture is not properly displayed, refer to the troubleshooting information in Appendix D.
YOU'RE DONE!
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Install a CableCaster—Locked Cable Company Case
These instructions are for installing a CableCaster when the splitter is inside a locked cable company case
(and there is no Premium cable box).
You will not be able to replace the splitter inside the case with the CableCaster. Instead, you will need to cut one of the
cables that exits the case and connect it to the CableCaster, and cut and terminate the other cables that exit the case.
The figures in Appendix C illustrate CableCaster installation with a locked cable case.
Make this

Look like

This

CableCaster
inside of locked
cable case

inside of locked
cable case

TV

TV

TV
TV

TV

from cable
company

from cable
company

TV

r

What you need:
•

F connectors and tools to cut a cable and make two cables out of it

•

Connectors for some cut cables that allow termination of the cable ends

What to do:
•

Use the instructions for Steps 1 and 2 in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation"
section to install the MediaCaster and the IRCaster.

•

Do the steps on the following page to install the CableCaster with a locked cable company case.

•

Go to "Step 4. Try It Out" in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section
to try out the new network.
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Install a CableCaster with a Locked Cable Company Case
1. Choose one coaxial cable from the cables that exit the locked case.

1
inside of locked
cable case

TV

TV
TV

TV

from cable
company

2. Cut the selected cable to create two cables.
Cut the cable at the location where you will install the CableCaster.
One half of the cut cable is connected to the splitter in the case.
The other half of the cable goes into a room with a TV in the house.

2
inside of locked
cable case

TV

TV
TV
from cable
company

Continued on next page
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CableCaster
3. Install an F connector on each cut end, to create two
complete coaxial cables.
4. If you need to install the filter for your MediaCaster
personal channel, connect the filter to the CableCaster
ANT/CATV port.
5. Connect the new end of the cable that exits the case
to the ANT/CATV port of the CableCaster.

ANT/CATV
port

5

3

4

cable from
cable case

3

If the filter is connected to the ANT/CATV port,
connect the cable to the filter.

cable from case
connected to filter

6. Connect the new end of the other cable half to a CableCaster NET port.

CableCaster
inside of locked
cable case
NET
ports

6

5

3

TV

ANT/CATV
port

TV
TV

Continued on next page
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7. Cut the other cables that exit the cable company case.

CableCaster
inside of locked
cable case
ANT/CATV
port

NET
ports

7

cut cables

TV

TV
TV

TV

8. Install an F connector and a terminator on each cut end that exits the cable case.
9. Install an F connector on the cut end of the other half of each cable, and
connect each new F connector to a CableCaster NET port.

CableCaster
inside of locked
cable case
NET
ports

9
8
7
TV

from cable
company

terminators
on cut cables

TV

Continued on next page
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green LED

CableCaster

10. If there are any unused CableCaster
NET ports, place a terminator on
each unused NET port.
11. Go plug the IRCaster Wall Adapter
into the electrical outlet.
Return to the CableCaster and
check to make sure that the green
LED is lighted.

from locked
cable case
NET
ports

10
terminators on
unused ports

Note:

The CableCaster receives electrical power remotely from the IRCaster Wall Adapter. A Wall Adapter
can be connected to the CableCaster if there is an electrical outlet near the CableCaster and the
IRCaster is not connected to the network.

You can use the screws and the screwdriver to attach the CableCaster to a mounting surface.

The CableCaster is connected to the network.

What to do next:
•

Go to "Step 4. Try It Out" in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section.
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Install a CableCaster—Single Signal Cable, No Splitter
These instructions are for installing a CableCaster when the existing programming signal system has a single signal cable
from a local TV antenna or unscrambled Cable TV, connected to one TV.
What you need:
•

F connectors and tools to cut a cable and make two cables out of it

What to do:
•

Use the instructions for Steps 1 and 2 in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation"
section to install the MediaCaster and the IRCaster.

•

Do the following steps to install the CableCaster.

•

Go to "Step 4. Try It Out" in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section.

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

1. Cut the programming signal cable to create two cables.

ground
block

Cut the cable at the location where you will install the
CableCaster.
One half of the cut cable is connected to the ground block.
The other half of the cable is connected to a TV cable wall outlet.

cut
cables

1

TV

2. Install an F connector on each cut end, to create two
complete coaxial cables.

CableCaster

3. If you need to install the filter for your MediaCaster
personal channel, connect the filter to the CableCaster
ANT/CATV port.
4. Connect the programming signal cable to the
CableCaster ANT/CATV port.

2

ANT/CATV
port
4

To connect a local TV antenna or Cable TV:
The other end is still connected to the ground block.
If the filter is connected to the ANT/CATV port, connect the cable
to the filter.

Continued on next page
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filter

3
cable from
ground block

2
ground block cable
connected to filter
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5. Connect the new end of the TV cable to a CableCaster NET port.
from cable
company or
local TV antenna

CableCaster

ground
block

NET
ports

5

2

2

ANT/CATV
port

4

TV
cable wall
outlet

6. Connect each coaxial cable from the cable wall outlets to a CableCaster NET port.
7. Go plug the IRCaster Wall Adapter into the electrical outlet.
Return to the CableCaster and check to see that the green LED is lighted.
Power is provided remotely to the CableCaster from the IRCaster.

green LED

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

7

CableCaster
ground
block

NET
ports

ANT/CATV
port

6

TV

cable wall
outlet

TV
cable wall
outlet
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8. If there are any unused CableCaster NET ports, place a terminator on each unused NET
port.
9. Go plug the IRCaster Wall Adapter into the electrical outlet.
Return to the CableCaster and check to see that the green LED is lighted.
Power is provided remotely to the CableCaster from the IRCaster.

CableCaster

green LED

from cable
company or
local TV antenna
ground
block

8
terminators on
unused ports

Note:

The CableCaster receives electrical power remotely from the IRCaster Wall Adapter. A Wall Adapter
can be connected to the CableCaster if there is an electrical outlet near the CableCaster and the
IRCaster is not connected to the network.

You can use the screws and the screwdriver to attach the CableCaster to a mounting surface.

The CableCaster is installed in the network.
What to do next:
• Go to "Step 4. Try It Out" in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section.
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Install the CableCaster with a Premium Cable Box—Single Signal Cable
Use these instructions for the following Premium cable box installation:
•

The Premium cable box needs to send information back to the cable company.

•

The existing programming signal system has no splitter.

•

There is a single Cable TV signal cable connected from the house side of a ground block
to the Premium cable box.

•

A TV is connected to the Premium cable box.

What you need:
•

Two cable wall outlets installed in the room with the Premium cable box and the MediaCaster

•

A 2-way splitter

•

1 extra coaxial cable AND
F connectors and tools to cut a cable and make two cables out of it

What to do:
•

Use the instructions for Steps 1 and 2 in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation"
section to install the MediaCaster and the IRCaster.

•

Do the following steps to install the Cablecaster.

•

Go to "Step 4. Try It Out" in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section to try out
the new network.

The following figure illustrates a home entertainment network with a Premium cable box installed.
from cable
company

ground
block

Premium cable box
splitter

MediaCaster

MediaCaster

CableCaster
TV

filter
TV

home entertainment
device

TV
TV
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1. Cut the programming signal cable
and create two cables.
Cut the cable at the location where you
will install the CableCaster.
One half of the cut cable is connected to
the ground block.
The other half of the cable is connected to
the Premium cable box.

from cable
company

Premium cable box
ground
block

1
cut cable

2. Install an F connector on each cut end,
to create two complete coaxial cables.
3. Connect the new end of the
programming signal cable to
the IN port of the 2-way splitter.
(The other end is still connected to
the ground block.)

from cable
company

ground
block

Premium cable box

splitter
IN port

2
4. Connect the new end of the
other cable to an OUT port of
the splitter.
(The other end is connected to the
Premium cable box.)

3
splitter
OUT ports

2

4

5

5. Connect one end of an extra
coaxial cable to the other OUT port of the splitter.

CableCaster

6. If you need to install the filter for your MediaCaster
personal channel, connect the filter to the CableCaster
ANT/CATV port.
7

ANT/CATV
port
7

6
filter

7

Continue on next page
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from cable
company or
local TV antenna

7. Connect the other end of the splitter OUT
cable to the CableCaster ANT/CATV port.
If the filter is installed, connect the cable to the
filter.

8. Connect each coaxial cable from the cable
wall outlets to a CableCaster NET port.

ground
block

Premium cable box

splitter
OUT ports

CableCaster
green LED

10

9. If there are any unused CableCaster NET
ports, place a terminator on each unused
NET port.

7
ANT/CATV
port

10. Go plug the IRCaster Wall Adapter into the
electrical outlet.
Return to the CableCaster and check to make sure that the green LED is lighted.
from cable
company or
local TV antenna

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

Premium cable box

ground
block

Premium cable box

OR

ground
block

CableCaster

CableCaster
NET
ports

8

TV

9
TV

TV

TV

terminator on
unused port

The CableCaster is installed, with the Premium cable box connected to a splitter.

What to do next:
•

Go to "Step 4. Try It Out" in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section to try
out the new network.
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Install the CableCaster with a Premium Cable Box—Locked Cable Case
Use these instructions when the existing signal system looks like this:
•

There is a locked cable company case containing a splitter.

•

One cable that exits from the case is connected to a Premium cable box.

•

A cable wall outlet is connected to each other cable that exits the cable box.

What you need:
•

F connectors and tools to cut a cable and make two cables out of it

What to do:
•

Use the instructions for Steps 1 and 2 in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation"
section to install the MediaCaster and the IRCaster.

•

Do the following steps to install the CableCaster with a Premium cable box and a locked cable case.

•

Go to "Step 4. Try It Out" in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section
to try out the new network.

1. Find the coaxial cable that exits the cable case and is connected to the Premium cable
box. Leave that cable connected as it is.
Inside locked
cable case

Inside locked
cable case

2

3

1

from cable
company

Premium
cable box

from cable
company

Premium
cable box

2. Choose one of the remaining coaxial cables that exit the locked case.
3. Cut the selected cable to create two cables.
Cut the cable at the location where you will install the CableCaster.
One half of the cut cable is connected to an OUT port of the splitter in the case.
The other half of the cable is connected to a cable wall outlet.
Continued on next page
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CableCaster

4. Install an F connector on each cut end,
to create two complete coaxial cables.
5. If you need to install the filter for your MediaCaster
personal channel, connect the filter to the CableCaster
ANT/CATV port.
6. Connect the new end of the cable that exits the case to
the ANT/CATV port of the CableCaster.

ANT/CATV
port
6

4

5
filter

(The other end is still connected to the ground block.)
4

If the filter is installed, connect the cable to the filter.

7. Connect the new end of the other cable half to a CableCaster NET port.

CableCaster
inside of locked
cable case
NET
ports

7

6

4

TV

Premium
cable box
TV

from cable
company
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8. Cut any remaining cables that exit the cable case.

CableCaster
inside locked
cable case

8

cut cables

TV

from cable
company

Premium
cable box

TV
TV

9. Install a terminator on each cable end that exits the cable case.
10. Install an F connector on the cut end of the other half of each cable.
11. Connect each new F connector to a CableCaster NET port.

CableCaster
inside locked
cable case
NET
ports

11

10

ANT/CATV
port

9
terminators

TV

from cable
company

Premium
cable box
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13 green LED

CableCaster

12. If there are any unused CableCaster
NET ports, place a terminator on each
unused NET port.

from locked
cable case

13. Go plug the IRCaster Wall Adapter into
the electrical outlet.
Return to the CableCaster and check
to see that the green LED is lighted.

NET
ports

12
terminators on
unused ports

Note:

The CableCaster receives electrical power remotely from the IRCaster Wall Adapter. A Wall Adapter
can be connected to the CableCaster if there is an electrical outlet near the CableCaster and the
IRCaster is not connected to the network.

You can use the screws and the screwdriver to attach the CableCaster to a mounting surface.

The CableCaster is installed in the network.

What to do next:
•

Go to "Step 4. Try It Out" in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation" section
to try out the new network.
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Advanced VCR Connection
This method of connecting a VCR and TV on the network allows you to record a program from one TV channel while
you watch a program on another channel, and allows you to watch the VCR output on any TV in the network.
What you need:
•

A 2-way splitter

•

An extra coaxial cable

What to do:
•

Do the following steps to install the MediaCaster with the VCR.

•

Install the rest of the network using the instructions in Steps 2, 3, and 4 in the " GO! Install the Avcast
Media Kit—Basic Installation" section.

1. Select a TV channel to use for the MediaCaster.
Find two consecutive unused TV channels that have no trace of a picture.
"Unused" has no usable hint of a picture, just pure snow.
Select the higher of the two channels for your personal channel.
Antenna or DSS:
Tune from channel 14 through channel 30.
Cable TV:
Tune from channel 64 through channel 80
If you cannot find two consecutive unused channels,
Use the filter provided in the kit when you connect the CableCaster.
The filter will free up channels by blocking the existing pictures.
Check the filter label color in your kit, and choose a personal
channel in the range that is blocked by that filter.
Appendix C describes the use of filters in the home entertainment
network.

Filter Label Color Blocks Channels
Green
65 through 69
Blue
70 through 74
Red
75 through 80
White
65 through 80

2. Turn the MediaCaster dial to your
selected personal channel number.

2

MediaCaster

Continued on next page
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Why 2 channels?
Because using the higher
one for the personal
channel creates interference
on the lower one.

Dial
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3. Slide the ANT-CATV-HRC switch to the correct setting.
Antenna (no Cable TV): ANT
Cable TV: CATV or HRC
If you do not know which one your Cable TV company uses, slide it to CATV.
You can change it later if it is incorrect.

MediaCaster

Channel
Number

2

2

3

ANT-CATV-HRC
3 position switch

Dial

4. Connect the audio/video cable to the MediaCaster and the VCR.
Plug the colored ends of the cable into the corresponding colored ports on the MediaCaster and the VCR.
You might need to push hard on the connectors for a tight fit.
Tips:
•
•

You can use the audio/video cable in the kit, or the cable that came with the device.
Monaural devices combine the audio into one connector. Leave the red connector unplugged.

5. Connect a coaxial cable to the IN FROM ANT port on the VCR and
to an OUT port on the 2-way splitter.

MediaCaster

MediaCaster

audio/video cable

4

audio/video cable

VCR
VCR

5
splitter
OUT port
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IN FROM ANT
port
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6. Connect a coaxial cable to the splitter IN port and to the MediaCaster TV port.
7. Connect a coaxial cable to the MediaCaster NET port and to the cable wall outlet.
You can use one of the 6-foot cables in the kit.

MediaCaster

MediaCaster

TV
port
cable wall
outlet

6

7

splitter
IN port

NET
port

7

VCR

VCR

8. Connect a coaxial cable to the TV and to the other splitter OUT port.
9. Plug the Wall Adapter into the MediaCaster 15VDC receptacle and into the electrical outlet
or plug strip.
10. Check to see that the green LED is lighted.

MediaCaster

green LED

10

MediaCaster
9
Wall
Adapter
splitter
OUT port
TV

TV

8

VCR
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If you want to be able to control the VCR from the IRCaster room,
11. Connect the IR Emitter to the VCR.
a. Locate the infrared (IR) lens on the VCR.
If the IR lens is not labeled,
use the VCR remote control to locate the IR lens.
With the VCR turned on,
hold the remote control very near the front of the VCR.
Move the control along the front of the VCR
as you press and release the Power button.
When the VCR turns off, you have
found the IR lens.

MediaCaster

b. Plug the IR Emitter cord into the
MediaCaster IR receptacle.
c. Attach the IR Emitter to the VCR.
Peel the protective cover off of the tape
on the back of the IR Emitter.
Use the tape to attach the IR Emitter
over the IR lens on the VCR.

cable wall
outlet

11

TV
VCR

11 IR Emitter

Continued on next page
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12. If the cable wall outlet is not already connected to a CableCaster NET port,
connect a cable from the cable wall outlet to a NET port on the CableCaster.
If there is a terminator on the CableCaster NET port, remove the terminator.

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

CableCaster

ground
block

MediaCaster

NET
ports

filter

12
cable wall
outlet

TV
VCR
IR Emitter

You can use a Velcro strip (in the kit) to attach the MediaCaster to a mounting surface.
You can attach the MediaCaster to the back or side of the TV, to a piece of furniture, or to a wall—
wherever the Velcro will not damage the surface.

The VCR is connected to the MediaCaster and the home entertainment network.
The figure on the following page illustrates a home entertainment network with a VCR installed.

What to do next:
•

Go to "Step 2. Try It Out" in the "Install the Second MediaCaster " section.
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A Home Entertainment Network with a VCR and Another Home Entertainment Device

IR Detector

IRCaster

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

CableCaster

MediaCaster
ground
block
TV
filter
(optional)

TV
cable wall
outlet

cable wall
outlet

cable wall
outlet

home entertainment
device

MediaCaster

TV

cable wall
outlets

TV

VCR

TV
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Advanced Installations
Install Another MediaCaster in the Home Entertainment Network
Note:

There must be an available CableCaster NET port for connecting the MediaCaster.

CAUTION
For best picture quality, it is recommended that you DO NOT install
a splitter between a MediaCaster and the CableCaster (to connect two
MediaCasters to one CableCaster NET port, for example).
Connect one MediaCaster to one CableCaster NET port.

What you need:
•

Another MediaCaster
Appendix E provides information about obtaining home entertainment network components and accessories.

What to do:
•

Use the MediaCaster installation instructions, in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic
Installation" section or in this "Advanced Installations" section, that are appropriate for the type of home
entertainment device that you are connecting to the network.
If you need to use a filter for the personal channels for both MediaCasters, be sure that the filter you choose
blocks the correct personal channels for both MediaCasters.
Appendix C provides information about using filters in the home entertainment network.

•

Use the instructions in "Step 4. Try It Out" in the "GO! Install the Avcast Media Kit—Basic Installation"
section to try out the new MediaCaster in the network.

The figure on the previous page illustrates a home entertainment network with two MediaCasters installed.
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Connect an IR Detector and the IR Emitter to the MediaCaster
The instructions in this section explain how to connect both the IR Emitter and an IR Detector to an installed
MediaCaster.
You might want to connect the IR Emitter and an IR Detector to a MediaCaster in one room when you have two home
entertainment devices connected to the home entertainment network. You might want to control the device located in one
MediaCaster room from the other MediaCaster room. You would need a second cable wall outlet in the other
MediaCaster room to connect an IRCaster and an available CableCaster NET port for an IRCaster. In this situation, you
can connect both the IR Detector and the IR Emitter to the MediaCaster, and not install an IRCaster.
The IR Detector provides the same function when it is connected to the MediaCaster or to the IRCaster.
What you need:
•

A Handset Adapter (Radio Shack Part Number 279-425)

•

An IR Detector that will not be used with an IRCaster
Appendix E provides information for ordering network accessories from Peracom.

What to do:
•

Do the following steps after the MediaCaster is installed in the network.

1. Unplug the IR Emitter cord from the MediaCaster IR receptacle.
2. Plug the Handset Adapter into the MediaCaster IR receptacle.
3. Plug the IR Emitter cord into one Handset Adapter receptacle.

MediaCaster

MediaCaster

2

TV

TV

1

Handset
Adapter

3

cable wall
outlet

home entertainment
device

cable wall
outlet

IR Emitter
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home entertainment
device

IR Emitter

Advanced Installations
4. Plug the IR Detector cord into the
other Handset Adapter receptacle.

MediaCaster

5. Position the IR Detector lens so that
you can point a device remote
control directly at the lens.
TV

Handset
Adapter

4

5
lens
IR Detector

The MediaCaster is installed with a
home entertainment device,
an IR Emitter, and an IR Detector.
cable
wall

home entertainment
device

IR Emitter

6. Try it out.
Take the remote control (or a universal remote control) for the device in MediaCaster Room 1 to the room
where you just installed the IR Detector (Room 2).
In Room 2, tune the TV to the personal channel for the MediaCaster in Room 1.
Aim the remote control for the device in Room 1 at the IR Detector in Room 2,
and use the remote control to control the device in Room 1.
Make sure that the TV picture in Room 2 displays the Room 1 device output properly.
If the TV picture or the device output is not properly displayed, refer to the troubleshooting
information in Appendix D.

YOU'RE DONE! ENJOY!
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Install Another IRCaster in the Home Entertainment Network
Note:

There must be an available NET port on the CableCaster for connecting the IRCaster.

CAUTION
The first or only IRCaster that is installed in a home entertainment network provides
power to the CableCaster in the network This IRCaster must be connected directly to the
CableCaster with no splitter between them.
All additional IRCasters that are installed in the same home entertainment
network must have an in-line 75 Ohm DC Block connected to the IRCaster NET port.
The cable from the cable wall outlet is connected to the DC Block.
If there is a splitter between the IRCaster and the CableCaster (somewhere in the wall),
the CableCaster green LED may not light (no power to the CableCaster from the
IRCaster) and the IRCaster may be damaged. The DC Block will prevent these problems.
What you need:
•

Another IRCaster

•

An In-line 75 Ohm DC Block (Radio Shack Part Number 15-1259)
Appendix E provides information about obtaining home entertainment network components and accessories.

What to do:
•

Do the following steps.

The figure on the following page illustrates a home entertainment network with two IRCasters installed.
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A Home Entertainment Network with Two IRCasters Installed in It

IR Detector

IRCaster

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

CableCaster

MediaCaster
ground
block
TV
filter
(optional)

TV

cable wall
outlet

cable wall
outlet

IR Detector

home entertainment
device

IRCaster
cable wall
outlet

MediaCaster

DC Block

cable wall
outlet
TV

VCR

TV
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1. Connect a coaxial cable to the TV and to the IRCaster TV port.
If the TV is connected to the cable wall outlet, move the cable connector from the wall outlet to the
IRCaster TV port.
2. Connect the DC Block to the IRCaster NET port.

3. Connect a coaxial cable to the DC Block on the IRCaster NET port, and to the cable wall
outlet.
4. Plug the Wall Adapter into the IRCaster 15VDC receptacle and into the electrical outlet.

IRCaster

IRCaster

IRCaster

4
TV
port

TV
port

Wall
Adapter

NET
port

2
DC Block

1

3
TV
TV

TV
cable
wall outlet
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from cable
company or
local TV antenna

CableCaster

5. If the cable wall outlet is not already
connected to a CableCaster NET port,
go to the CableCaster and connect a cable
from the cable wall outlet to a NET port on
the CableCaster.

ground
block

NET
ports

If there is a terminator on the CableCaster NET
port, remove the terminator.

filter

5
TV

cable wall
outlet

If you want to control the MediaCaster home entertainment device from the IRCaster room,
6. Plug the IR Detector cord into the IR receptacle on
the top of the IRCaster.
7. Position the IR Detector lens so that you can point
a device remote control directly at the lens.

6

IR Detector
lens

7

IRCaster

Wall
Adapter

You can use a Velcro strip (in the kit) to attach the
IRCaster to a mounting surface.

TV
port

NET
port
DC Block

You can attach the IRCaster to furniture or to a wall—
wherever the Velcro will not damage the surface.
The IRCaster is connected to the network.
TV
cable
wall outlet
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Try it out.
Turn on the IRCaster TV, and watch some of your favorite channels.
Tune the TV to each channel that you want to view.
Play a game, watch a video, or watch a MediaCaster personal TV channel while you are in a
different room from where the home entertainment device is located.
When you are viewing the device output on a TV that is not in the same room where the device is
located,
•

You can:
Go to the room where the device is located.
Use the device remote control to change the device video output.
Return to the TV room to view the changed video output.

•

If an IR Emitter is connected to the MediaCaster and to the home entertainment device, and an IR
Detector is installed in the room where the TV is located, you can:
Bring the device remote control (or a universal remote control) to the room where the TV is
located.
Point the device or universal remote control at the IR Detector lens, and use the remote control
functions to change or control the video output from the device that is in the other room.

The IR Detector can be connected to a MediaCaster or an IRCaster in the room with the TV.

YOU'RE DONE!

Enjoy your new IRCaster!
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Home Network Installation with Serial Wiring
If you answered No to Question 2 in the "Get Ready,… Get Set,…" section, you were instructed to go to this section to
install a home entertainment network when the house has serial coaxial cable wiring.
This section explains how to
Make this

Look like

This
local TV
antenna

local TV
antenna

or

CableCaster

or

Cable TV

Cable TV

MediaCaster

TV
TAP

ground
block

TV

ground
block

filter

TV

cable wall
outlet

TAP

TAP

TV
TAP

terminator

home entertainment
device

IRCaster

IR Emitter
IR
Detector

cable wall
outlet

TAP

TV

cable wall
outlet
TAP

TV
terminator

Here is what we are going to do.
Step 1.

Install the MediaCaster
Install it to connect one home entertainment device to the home entertainment network.

Step 2.

Install the IRCaster
Install it to power the CableCaster, or to control the home entertainment device from another room,
or both.

Step 3.

Install the CableCaster
Connect cable wall outlets and a local TV antenna or Cable TV signal to the home entertainment
network. "Casters" and TVs are connected to the serial tap cable wall outlets.

Step 4.

Try It Out

Let's GO!
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Step 1. Install the MediaCaster
Where to connect it: Connect the MediaCaster in the room where the home entertainment device is located.
What you need: No tools are needed.
What to do:
•

Do the following steps.

1. Select a TV channel to use for the MediaCaster.
Find two consecutive unused TV channels that have no trace of a picture.
"Unused" has no usable hint of a picture, just pure snow.
Select the higher of the two channels for your personal channel.
Antenna or DSS:
Tune from channel 14 through channel 30.

Why 2 channels?
Because using the higher
one for the personal
channel creates interference
on the lower one.

Cable TV:
Tune from channel 64 through channel 80
If you cannot find two consecutive unused channels,
Use the filter provided in the kit when you connect the CableCaster.
The filter will free up channels by blocking the existing pictures.
Check the filter label color in your kit, and choose a personal
channel in the range that is blocked by that filter.
Appendix C describes the use of filters in the home entertainment
network.

Filter Label Color Blocks Channels
Green
65 through 69
Blue
70 through 74
Red
75 through 80
White
65 through 80

2. Turn the MediaCaster dial to your selected personal channel
number.

MediaCaster
2

3. Slide the ANT-CATV-HRC switch to the correct setting.
Local TV Antenna and/or DSS (no Cable TV): ANT
Cable TV: Slide the switch to CATV or HRC.
If you do not know which one your Cable TV company uses,
slide it to CATV
You can change it later if it is incorrect.
Channel
Number

2

2

3

Dial

Continued on next page
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ANT-CATV-HRC
3 position switch

Dial

Home Network with Serial Wiring
4. Connect the audio/video cable to the MediaCaster and the home entertainment device.
Plug the colored ends of the cable into the corresponding colored ports on the MediaCaster and the device.
You might need to push hard on the connectors for a tight fit.
Tips:
•
•
•

You can use the audio/video cable in the kit, or the cable that came with the device.
Some devices have a single connector on the device end of the cable.
Monaural devices combine the audio into one connector. Leave the red connector unplugged.
If your DSS receiver has no unused audio/video OUT ports, you can purchase an audio/video
distribution amplifier from Radio Shack (Part Number 15-1103).

MediaCaster

MediaCaster

MediaCaster

from cable
company
audio/video
cable

4

DVD, game station, etc.

audio/video
cable

audio/video
cable

4

4

DSS receiver

Premium cable box

MediaCaster
5. Connect a coaxial cable to the TV and to
the MediaCaster TV port.

TV
port
TV

5
audio/video
cable

home entertainment device

Continued on next page
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MediaCaster

6. Connect a coaxial cable to the
MediaCaster NET port,
and to the serial tap cable wall
outlet.

TV
port
TV

5

You can use one of the 6-foot cables in
the kit.

6

NET

6 port
audio/video cable

cable wall
outlet
home entertainment device

8
green LED

7. Plug the Wall Adapter into the
MediaCaster 15VDC receptacle
and into the electrical outlet or
plug strip.
8. Check to see that the green LED
is lighted.

MediaCaster

TV
port

7

TV

Wall
Adapter
NET
port
audio/video cable
cable wall
outlet
home entertainment device

Continued on next page
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If you want to control the MediaCaster home entertainment device from the IRCaster room,
9. Connect the IR Emitter to the home entertainment device.
a. Locate the infrared (IR) lens on the home entertainment device.
If the IR lens is not labeled,
use the device remote control to locate the IR lens.
With the device turned on,
hold the remote control very near the front of the device.
Move the control along the front of the device
as you press the Power button.
When the device turns off, you have found the IR lens.
b. Attach the IR Emitter to the
home entertainment device.
Peel the protective cover off of the
tape on the back of the IR Emitter
Stick the IR Emitter (on the other end
of the cord) over the IR lens on the
home entertainment device.

green LED

MediaCaster

TV
port

9

TV

c. Plug the IR Emitter cord into the
MediaCaster IR receptacle.
NET
port

Wall Adapter

audio/video cable

9
home entertainment device
IR Emitter

You can use a Velcro
 strip (in the kit) to attach the MediaCaster to a mounting surface.
You can attach the MediaCaster to furniture or to a wall—
wherever the Velcro will not damage the surface.

The MediaCaster is installed, with a home entertainment device connected to it.

What to do next:
•

Go to "Step 2. Install the IRCaster."
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Step 2. Install the IRCaster
CAUTION
DO NOT plug the IRCaster Wall Adapter into the electrical outlet until you
complete the "Step 3. Install the CableCaster" section.
The IRCaster could be damaged if you plug it in before the CableCaster is
installed in the network and you connect the IRCaster to the CableCaster.
Where to connect it: Choose a TV room that will not have a home entertainment device connected in it.
With the IR Detector connected, you can control a home entertainment device that is
located in another room.
What you need: No tools are needed.
What to do:
•

Do the following steps.
CAUTION
DO NOT use these instructions to install another IRCaster in the network after the first IRCaster
is connected. Go to "Install Another IRCaster in the Home Entertainment Network" in the
"Advanced Installations" section.
All IRCasters installed in the network after the first one require a DC Block to be connected to
the IRCaster NET port. The wall outlet cable is connected to the DC Block.
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1. Connect a coaxial cable to the TV and to the IRCaster TV port.
If the TV is connected to the cable wall outlet, move the cable connector from the wall outlet to the
IRCaster TV port.
2. Connect a coaxial cable to the IRCaster NET port and to the serial tap cable wall outlet.
3. Plug the Wall Adapter cord into the IRCaster 15VDC receptacle.
WAIT! DO NOT plug the Wall Adapter into the electrical outlet until you complete the CableCaster
installation in the next section.

TV
port

IRCaster

IRCaster

IRCaster

3

TV
port

Wall
Adapter

NET
port

2

1

TAP

TV

TV

cable
wall outlet

TAP

TV

cable
wall outlet

If you want to control the MediaCaster home entertainment device from the IRCaster room,
IR Detector

4. Plug the IR Detector cord into the IR receptacle on
the top of the IRCaster.

4

lens

IRCaster

5

5. Position the IR Detector lens so that you can point a
device remote control directly at the lens.

Wall
Adapter

TV
port

You can use a Velcro strip from the kit to attach the
IRCaster to a mounting surface.

NET
port

You can attach the IRCaster to furniture or to a wall—
wherever the Velcro will not damage the surface.
The IRCaster is installed in the home entertainment
network.
TAP

What to do next:
•

Go to "Step 3. Install the CableCaster."
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Step 3. Install the CableCaster
Where to connect it: Somewhere between the ground block and the first serial wiring tap.
It can be in a room or space in the house such as the attic, crawl space, garage, or
utility room; or it can be in an unlocked cable company case outside or attached to a wall
of the house.
If the CableCaster will be installed outside, enclose it in a weatherproof case
(see Appendix E to purchase a weatherproof case from Peracom).
CAUTION
DO NOT try to combine a Cable TV signal and a local TV antenna signal in the same home
entertainment network. It violates FCC Rules and Regulations, and probably will result in
two different programs trying to use the same channel at the same time.
What you need:
•

A Phillips screwdriver

•

F connectors and tools to cut a cable and create two cables out of it

What to do:
•

Do the following steps.

1. Cut the programming signal cable (between the ground block and the first serial tap),
to create two cables.
Cut the cable near the location where the CableCaster will be installed.
One half of the cut cable is connected to the ground block.
The other half of the cable is connected to the IN port of the first serial tap.
2. Install an F connector on each cut end, to create two complete coaxial cables.
3. If the filter is needed for the MediaCaster personal channel, connect the filter to the
CableCaster ANT/CATV port.
local TV
antenna

or
Cable TV

6

green LED
local TV
antenna

CableCaster

or
Cable TV

ground
block

NET
ports

1
cut the
cable

5
ground
block

ANT/CATV
port

new
ends

4

2
3

TAP
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filter
(optional)

Home Network with Serial Wiring
4. Connect the new end of the programming signal cable to the CableCaster ANT/CATV port.
(The other end is still connected to the ground block.)
If the filter is connected to the port, connect the cable to the filter.
5. Connect the new end of the other cable to a CableCaster NET port.
6. Go plug the IRCaster Wall Adapter
into the electrical outlet.
Return to the CableCaster and check
to see that the green LED is lighted.

CableCaster
green LED

7. Place a terminator on each of the
other 3 unused NET ports.
NET
ports

7

filter
(optional)

terminators on
unused ports

You can use the screws from the kit
and a Phillips
 screwdriver to attach
the CableCaster to a mounting
surface.

Note:

The CableCaster receives electrical power remotely from the IRCaster.
A Wall Adapter can be connected to the CableCaster if there is an electrical outlet near the CableCaster
and the IRCaster is not connected to the network.

The CableCaster is connected to the network.

What to do next:
•

TAP

Go to "Step 4. Try It Out."
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Step 4. Try It Out
Turn on a TV, and watch some of your favorite channels.
Tune the TV to each channel that you want to view.
Play a game, watch a video, or watch a DSS or Premium cable channel on your MediaCaster
personal channel.
The MediaCaster personal channel functions much like the channel 3 or 4 that you set on your TV when you
have a Premium cable box. With a Premium cable box, the TV is always set to channel 3 or 4; you change the
Cable TV program (video output) that you see on the TV by selecting the channel on the Premium cable box
(not on the TV).
To view the video output from a home entertainment device that is connected to a MediaCaster:
1. Turn on the home entertainment device and select the video output that you want to view
(such as a channel on the Premium cable box, a video tape, or a video game).
2. Turn on a TV that is connected to the home entertainment network and tune the TV to the personal
channel that is set on the MediaCaster.
The selected video output from the home entertainment device can be viewed on any TV that is connected to
the home entertainment network, when the TV is tuned to the MediaCaster personal channel for that device.
When two or more MediaCasters are installed in the home entertainment network, each MediaCaster uses a
different personal channel. The home entertainment devices that are connected to the MediaCasters can all be
turned on at the same time. To view the video output from a device, tune the TV to the personal channel that is
set on the MediaCaster connected to that device. Tune the TV to a different personal channel to view the video
output from another device on the network.
Now play the game, watch the video, or watch the TV channel while you are in a different room
from where the home entertainment device is located.
•

•

When you are viewing the device output on a TV that is not in the same room where the device is located,
you can:
–

Go to the room where the device is located.

–

Use the device remote control to change the device video output.

–

Return to the TV room to view the changed video output.

If an IR Emitter is connected to the MediaCaster and to the home entertainment device, and an IR Detector
is installed in the room where the TV is located, you can:
–

Bring the device remote control (or a universal remote control) to the room where the TV is located.

–

Point the device or universal remote control at the IR Detector lens, and use the remote control
functions to change or control the video output from the device that is in the other room.
The IR Detector can be connected to a MediaCaster or an IRCaster in the room with the TV.
YOU'RE DONE!

Enjoy your new home entertainment network!
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Appendix A: Specifications
This appendix describes the specifications for the MediaCaster, the CableCaster, and the IRCaster.

MediaCaster Specifications
The Avcast MediaCaster is a digitally tuned video modulator that converts any baseband video and audio signal to a
user-selected UHF or ultraband CATV channel. The MediaCaster may be tuned to UHF channels 15-30 or CATV/HRC
channels 65-80.
The highest channel of two consecutive unused channels, or a selected filtered channel, is set on the MediaCaster by
rotating the MediaCaster dial.

Dial
The installer selects the
MediaCaster personal
channel by turning the dial.

Green LED
ON indicates that power is applied,
and the microprocessor and
modulator are operational.

ANT-CATV-HRC
Select Switch

IR receptacle
Plug in the IR Emitter, or a
Handset Adapter to connect
both the IR Emitter and the
IR Detector.

Auxiliary
coaxial cable
TV (OUT) port

Video IN-yellow
Audio INWhite Left and Red
Right are combined
for monaural sound.

NET port Coaxial cable
“homerun" to the
CableCaster.
70 dBmV out on
selected channel.
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15 VDC @ 300mA
Wall Adapter
receptacle

Specifications
Home Entertainment Network Cable Channels
Picture Carrier Frequency (MHz)
Standard
HRC
IRC

Cable Channel
65

469.2500

468.0234

469.2625

66

475.2500

474.0237

475.2625

67

481.2500

480.0240

481.2625

68

487.2500

486.0243

487.2625

69

493.2500

492.0246

493.2625

70

499.2500

498.0249

499.2625

71

505.2500

504.0252

505.2625

72

511.2500

510.0255

511.2625

73

517.2500

516.0258

517.2625

74
75

523.2500
529.2500

522.0261
528.0264

523.2625
529.2625

76

535.2500

534.0267

535.2625

77

541.2500

540.0270

541.2625

78

547.2500

546.0279

547.2625

79

553.2500

552.0276

553.2625

80

559.2500

558.0279

559.2625

Home Entertainment Network UHF-TV Channels
UHF Channel

Frequency

15

477.25

16

483.25

17

489.25

18

495.25

19

501.25

20

507.25

21

513.25

22

519.25

23

525.25

24

531.25

25

537.25

26

543.25

27

549.25

28

555.25

29

561.25

30

567.25
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MediaCaster Specifications

PLL Synthesized Oscillator

RF Modulator
Video

NTSC

Audio

L&R Monaural

RF Carriers
Frequency Stability

+1KHz

Frequency Range

UHF 477.25 - 567.25MHz
CATV 469.25 - 559.25MHz
HRC 468.0234 - 558.0279MHz

Channels

UHF 15-30
CATV and HRC 65 - 80

Channel Width

6.0 MHz

Audio Offset

4.5MHz

Sidebands

Double

RF Output
Maximum

27 +/- 3 dBmV

Gain Range

Fixed

Baseband Output
Video Output

1V Peak to Peak

Audio Output

1V RMS

Video Performance
Differential Gain

Less than 2% (0.2dB)

Differential Phase

Less than 3 degree

Signal/Noise Ratio

Greater than 52dB

Spurious Output Rejection
Outside Carrier

+12MHz Greater than 70dBC

Inside Carrier

+12MHz Greater than 55dBC

Isolation

Greater than 70dB

Inputs
Video

0.4V - 2.7V Peak to Peak

Audio

1V RMS

Connectors
Video Input

RCA type female

Audio Input

RCA type female

RF I/O (System)

F type female

RF Output

F type female

Operating Temperatures

0°C to 50°C

Transformer Input
Input Voltage

110 - 125 VAC, 50/60Hz 30W

Output Voltage

15 VDC @ 300mA
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CableCaster Specifications
The CableCaster connects a local TV antenna or Cable TV programming signal, TVs, the MediaCaster, and the IRCaster
to the home entertainment network.
The CableCaster amplifies your antenna or CATV signals to overcome cable losses.
The CableCaster puts a 6dBmV gain on each NET port, to enhance the picture on every TV on the network.
The CableCaster balances the signal strength from your antenna or Cable Company with your homemade TV channels.
Extreme differences in signal strength may cause interference.
The CableCaster uses reverse isolation to prevent the signal in your network from leaking out to your neighbor’s TVs.
Reverse isolation is accomplished by placing an amplifier between your antenna or cable company and your home
entertainment network. The CableCaster has 70 dBmV reverse isolation.
A Wall Adapter can supply power to the CableCaster directly, if there is an electrical outlet within 6 feet of the
CableCaster. If there is no electrical power near the CableCaster, an IRCaster installed in the home entertainment
network provides power remotely to the CableCaster.
Frequency Range
Gain
Noise Figure
Input VSWR
Output VSWR
Reverse Isolation
Port-to-Port Loss
Transformer Input
Input Voltage
Output Voltage

DC to 1000 MHz – 3db bandwidth
6 dBmV per port
4.9db from 100 to 1000 MHz
1.7
2.2
70 dBmV from ports to input
12dB – 55 to 1000 MHz
110-125 VAC, 50/60Hz 30W
15 VDC @ 300mA

Green LED
ON indicates that
power is applied.

4 coaxial cable NET ports to viewing locations

•
•

•
•

6 dBmV gain from ANT or CATV input to
each NET port
Use 100-foot RG-6U coaxial cable at 6dBmV
loss on each of the 4 ports for best picture
(Recommendation: do not exceed 150 feet).
15 dBmV at TV using 100-foot RG-6U cable.
Maximum 15.5 dBmV per FCC to each TV.
Use attenuators for shorter cable runs.

ANT/CATV port

•
•

VHF/UHF antenna or CATV
coaxial cable IN
15 dBmV signal input from
CATV cable for best picture
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CableCaster top—
15 VDC @ 300mA
Wall Adapter receptacle

Specifications
IRCaster Specifications
The IRCaster with the IR Detector connected allows the user to control the video output from a home entertainment
device that is connected to the network in another room.
The IRCaster Wall Adapter supplies power to the IRCaster, and the IRCaster supplies power remotely to the
CableCaster.

Transformer Input
Input Voltage
Output Voltage

110-125 VAC, 50/60Hz 30W
15 VDC @ 300mA

IRCaster top—
IR receptacle
Connects IR Detector

IRCaster side—
15 VDC @ 300mA
Wall Adapter
receptacle

Auxiliary
coaxial cable
TV (OUT) port

NET port—
Coaxial cable
“homerun" to the
CableCaster
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Appendix B: Coaxial Cable Reference Information
The sections in this appendix provide the following coaxial cable information.
•

•

Home Entertainment Network Coaxial Cable Considerations
•

RG-59 and RG-6 Cables

•

Cable Signal Loss Considerations

•

Serial Wiring vs. Parallel Wiring

Installing F Connectors

Home Entertainment Network Coaxial Cable Considerations
The type of coaxial cable installed in a house and the method used to connect the cables both influence the quality of the
pictures that you view on the devices in the home entertainment network.
The following sections describe coaxial cable types (RG-59 and RG-6) and wiring methods (serial wiring and parallel
wiring). Information is included on the effects of signal loss, bandwidth, and cable shielding in a home entertainment
network.
Note:

The Radio Shack book Installing TV Video Systems explains coaxial cable and wiring methods in detail.

RG-59 and RG-6 Cable
There are two types of coaxial cable used in homes today: RG-59 and RG-6.
RG-59 coaxial cable has been used for wiring Cable TV into homes since the 1970s, and has only recently been replaced
by the superior RG-6 cable. RG-59 has a very large amount of signal loss for the higher frequencies. This means that for
longer cable runs, CATV stations above channel 65 will be weak and may have snow and other distortion.
RG-6 coaxial cable has a much lower frequency loss than has RG-59 cable. RG-6 cable has twice the bandwidth of the
old RG-59 cable, providing a clear picture up to channel 158.
When buying cable, remember that all coaxial cable is not created equal. There are many different types of RG-6 cable.
Any RG-6 cable that you get should be shielded with both a braid and aluminum foil wrap.
Frequency vs. Signal Loss for RG-59 and RG-6 Coaxial Cable

MHz

Closest
Cable Ch.

Closest
UHF Ch.

RG-59 Coax
Loss/
Loss/
100 ft
100 m

RG-6 Coax
Loss/
Loss/
100 ft
100 m

1

N/A

N/A

.6 dBmV

2.0 dBmV

.5 dBmV

1.6 dBmV

10

N/A

N/A

1.0 dBmV

3.3 dBmV

.9 dBmV

2.3 dBmV

50

2

2

2.1 dBmV

6.9 dBmV

1.5 dBmV

4.9 dBmV

100

6

6

3.0 dBmV

9.8 dBmV

2.1 dBmV

6.9 dBmV

200

11

11

4.5 dBmV

14.8 dBmV

3.8 dBmV

10.2 dBmV

400

54

14

6.6 dBmV

21.6 dBmV

4.4 dBmV

14.4 dBmV

700

109

52

8.9 dBmV

29.2 dBmV

6.0 dBmV

16.4 dBmV

900

142
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10.1 dBmV

33.1 dBmV

6.9 dBmV

22.6 dBmV

1000

158

N/A

10.9 dBmV

35.8 dBmV

7.3 dBmV

23.9 dBmV

Assuming a perfect input of 15.0 dBmV, a 100-foot RG-59 coaxial cable loses over 75% of its original signal at high
frequencies, while a similar RG-6 cable loses less than 50%.
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Cable Signal Loss Considerations
If you want to have the best possible pictures delivered by your distribution system, you will need to determine the signal
losses that will occur through your cable system.
Signal strength decreases with coaxial cable length, and through connectors, splitters and combiners. You will need to
determine how much cable and what in-line devices you’ll be using.
Ideally, to produce a crisp sharp picture, each TV should have a signal level between 8 and 15 dBmV.
The cable company is required by the FCC to deliver to each TV set a 0 dBmV signal (no snow is visible). If you see
snow on the screen your signal level is about -10dBmV (snowy picture).
The FCC allows a maximum of 15.5 dBmV to a TV set because older TV sets without automatic gain control will be
over-driven (waves appear on the picture) with a stronger signal. Most TV sets made in the last 10 years can accept a
signal as high as 40 dBmV.
If you have a TV set without automatic gain control and you see waves going through the picture, an in-line attenuator
can be used to reduce the signal strength. In-line attenuators are sold at stores such as Radio Shack.
Cable Signal Loss Key
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Coaxial Cable Reference
Serial Wiring vs. Parallel Wiring
There are two wiring methods used to run coaxial cable through a house. They are shown in the following figure.

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

TV
TAP

ground
block

TV
TAP
splitter

TV
TAP

TV
TAP

TV

TV

TV

TV

Parallel (homerun) Wiring

Serial Wiring

Newer homes use parallel wiring. The wires or cables terminate at one place. The best TV pictures are obtained with
parallel wiring (also called homerun wiring).
Serial wiring was used many years ago. Picture quality decreases with each tap. Higher-frequency TV channels lose half
the signal strength for every 50 feet of cabling.
To determine how your house is wired, look inside a cable outlet in the house. You will see either one cable coming into
the outlet (for parallel wiring) or a 3-way tap in the outlet (for serial wiring), as shown in the following figure

If there is a single coaxial cable
inside the outlet, you have
parallel (or homerun) wiring.

If there is a tap, a coaxial cable
entering the outlet, and another coaxial
cable leaving the outlet, you have
serial wiring.
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Though a home entertainment network can be created using serial wiring, as explained in the "Home Network
Installation with Serial Wiring" section of this guide, the parallel method of wiring is recommended for
best picture quality
The following figure illustrates a completed home entertainment network installation using serial coaxial cable wiring.

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

CableCaster

ground
block

MediaCaster
filter
(optional)

cable wall
outlet

TV

TAP

home entertainment
device

IR Emitter
IR Detector

cable wall
outlet

IRCaster
TAP

TV
cable wall
outlet

TAP
TV
terminator
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Coaxial Cable Reference
Installing F Connectors
The quality of the picture on home entertainment network TVs depends on correctly installed F Connectors
on the cables.
There are two types of F Connectors that you can buy: the crimp style, and the twist-on style.
Installing the crimp- style connectors requires an inexpensive crimping tool, but they provide a better picture.
Follow these steps to properly attach an F Connector to a coaxial cable.
1. Use a coaxial cable stripper to strip off the outer layer of
insulation, starting at about 5/8 inch from the end of the
cable.
If you don't have a stripper, make a circular cut through the outer
insulation with a sharp knife, being especially careful not to
accidentally damage the shield underneath.

2. With the tip of a knife, carefully unravel the braided
shield, and fold the wires back.

3. Trim and fold back the shielding.
a. Trim the braided shield wires down to 1/8 inch long,
so that no excess shielding will protrude from the
F Connector.
b. Measure 1/2 inch from the end of the cable.
c. At the 1/2-inch mark, use a sharp knife to make a circular cut
into the foil wrap around the core insulation, and peel the
foil away.
Be careful not to actually cut into the core insulation
at this point.
d. Measure 3/8 inch from the end of the cable.
e. Use the coax stripper to strip off a 3/8-inch piece of the insulation around the center conductor.
f.

Make sure that the shielding you folded back is still positioned correctly, and there is nothing
anywhere near the center conductor.
If there are any stray wires contacting the center conductor, you will end up with a fuzzy picture
or no picture at all.

Continued on next page
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4. Install the F Connector
a. Gently slide the F Connector on to the cable, until the inner plastic shielding is flush with the plastic ring
on the inside of the connector.
b. If you are using a crimp-style F Connector,
firmly crimp down on the F Connector, and make sure that it will not pull off.
If it is too loose, crimp it again.
CAUTION
If you are using crimp-style F Connectors, you will need a special hex crimp tool.
Using pliers is not an option. Pliers will not evenly crimp around the F Connector,
and will leave some of the cable shield not contacting the connector correctly.

c. If you are using a twist-on style of F Connector, insert the cable into
the F Connector as far as it will go.
Firmly screw the connector down until the center plastic insulation
is flush with the plastic ring inside the F Connector.
If the connector is still loose, you may have to use either a smaller
diameter twist-on F Connector or a crimp-style F Connector.

WARNING
DO NOT allow any shielding to be exposed out of the back of the F Connector.
DO NOT allow any shielding to come into contact with the cable center conductor.
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Appendix C: Cable Company Reference Information
This appendix provides the following information.
•

FCC Regulations—the Cable TV Act
The Cable TV Act defines cable home wiring ownership and responsibilities.

•

Inside the Cable Company's Wiring Case
The figures in this section illustrate the contents of an unlocked cable company case, the cables that exit a
locked cable company case, and the installation of a CableCaster with either a locked or an unlocked case.

•

Installing a Filter
This section describes the installation and use of filters for clearing the signal from channels that will be used as
selected MediaCaster personal channels.

FCC Regulations – the Cable TV Act
"Cable home wiring" is the cable wiring located inside a Cable TV subscriber's home or apartment that has been installed
by a cable operator or its contractor. It does not include such items as amplifiers, converters, decoder boxes or remote
control units.
After a subscriber voluntarily terminates cable service, the cable operator may take one of two actions:
1.

Leave the home wiring in place.

2.

Notify the consumer that it will remove the wiring unless the consumer purchases it from the cable operator on
a per-foot replacement cost basis.

If the wiring was previously transferred or sold to the subscriber, the subscriber owns it; and the cable company cannot
remove it or restrict its use, regardless of the reason for service termination.
If the subscriber does not already own the wiring and declines to purchase it from the cable operator, the cable operator
may remove the home wiring within 30 days of the subscriber's refusal. The cable company must remove the wiring at
no charge to the subscriber, and must pay the cost of any damage caused by removing the wiring.
To leave the wiring inside and remove the wiring outside the subscriber's home, a cable operator may, for single unit
dwellings, sever the cable approximately 12 inches outside the point where the cable wire enters the outside wall of the
subscriber's home.
For multiple unit dwellings, the cable operator may sever the wire approximately 12 inches outside the point where the
cable wire enters the subscriber's individual dwelling unit, except in cases of "loop-through" or other similar series wire
configurations that are not covered by the home wiring rules.
If the cable operator fails to remove the wiring within 30 days of the subscriber's refusal to purchase it, the cable operator
forfeits its right to the wiring and may not remove it or restrict its use at any later time.
A cable operator will not be held responsible for any signal leakage that occurs from the home wiring once the cable
operator ceases providing service over that wiring.
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Inside the Cable Company's Wiring Case
Inside the Cable Company's Wiring Case
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Cable Company Reference
CableCaster Wiring with a Locked Cable Company Case
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Cable Company Reference
CableCaster Wiring with an Unlocked Cable Company Case
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Cable Company Reference
Installing a Filter
If there are no consecutive unused channels on your Cable TV system, you can choose a channel to use for a
MediaCaster personal channel and install a filter to block the programming signal on your selected channel.
A filter blocks the signal for some or all CATV channels from channel 65 through channel 80. This allows the use of
personal channels, which are set on each MediaCaster in the home entertainment network. In addition, the filter removes
cable system noise that degrades the picture quality of personal channels.
One filter blocks 5, 6, or 16 channels; giving you enough channels for more than one
MediaCaster personal channel if needed.
A filter is installed on the ANT/CATV port of the CableCaster. The Cable TV programming
signal cable is connected to the filter.
To order CATV filters from Peracom Networks, Inc., see Appendix E in this guide and check
our website at http://www.peracom.com. Four filters are available:
•

Block channels 65-69 (green label)

•

Block channels 70-74 (blue label)

•

Block channels 75-80 (red label)

•

Block channels 65-80 (white label)

Place the
filter here

IRCaster
CableCaster

from cable
company or
local TV antenna

MediaCaster
ground
block
TV

filter

TV

cable wall
outlet

IR Detector

cable wall
outlet

TV
TV
cable wall
outlets

r
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home
entertainment
home
entertainment
IR Emitter
device
device

Appendix D: Support and Troubleshooting
This appendix provides the following information.
•

Avcast support addresses and telephone numbers
This page tells you where to get technical support for creating or maintaining a home entertainment network.

•

Troubleshooting information
The table that begins on the following page contains problem, cause, and correction descriptions
for troubleshooting a home entertainment network.

Support
If you encounter problems with any of the Avcast components, you can contact the Avcast support staff
by E-mail, by telephone, by mail, or on the Internet.

Web Postings and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs):
www.avcast.com/support
E-mail:
support@avcast.com
Telephone:
(919) 379-2705
8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Eastern Time
FAX: (919) 379-9420
Mailing Address:
Peracom
13000 Weston Parkway, Suite 105
Cary, North Carolina
27513
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Support and Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting
The following table provides troubleshooting information for the home entertainment network.
Additional information can be found on the support website listed on the previous page.
Problem
Snowy picture

Probable Cause/Correction
•
•
•
•
•

•

No picture

•
•
•

•
•
Herringbone interference
on the picture

•

No color on personal
channels.
The green LED is OFF

•
•

•

A fitting is not properly crimped. Install a new F Connector.
Insulation is not cleaned off of the cable center conductor.
Replace the F Connector.
Loose F Connector.
Water is inside the cable or F Connector.
Replace the cable, or dry out and seal the cable.
Make sure the CableCaster has power.
Supply power directly by connecting a Wall Adapter to the CableCaster, or
remotely by connecting a Wall Adapter to an IRCaster.
Verify that there are not too many components connected to the network. Too
many splitters can reduce the received signal level below acceptable levels.
Refer to Appendix B for cable signal loss considerations.
Braid is touching the cable center conductor. Replace the F Connector.
A staple went through the center conductor.
Remove the staple, and repair or replace the cable.
Bent center conductor in the F Connector.
Straighten the conductor and be sure it is properly inserted in the female
connector.
Check cables for sharp bends, crimps, or knots, which can result in a broken
center conductor. Repair or replace cable as needed.
Check the MediaCaster ANT-CATV-HRC switch; it could be stuck between
two positions. Verify that the TV is tuned to the MediaCaster personal channel.
You are using a channel that is not completely vacant.
Distant UHF stations may be un-watchable, but cause interference if you try to
create a personal MediaCaster channel at the same frequency.
Cable companies often have extra signals where they should not be.
Try moving your personal MediaCaster channel to another channel.
You may have selected the incorrect cable standard.
Change the MediaCaster ANT-CATV-HRC switch to the correct standard.
CableCaster - Plug the Wall Adapter into the Cable Caster or into an IRCaster,
and into an electrical outlet.
If there is a clear picture on the TVs in the network (no snow) and the green
LED is not lighted, the CableCaster probably needs to be replaced.
If the green LED is not lighted and there is a clear picture (no snow), the
CableCaster probably needs to be replaced.
If there are two or more IRCasters in the network, all but one need a DC Block
installed on the NET port. If the DC Block is not installed, the CableCaster
LED may not light and the IRCaster may be damaged.
MediaCaster – Plug the Wall Adapter into the MediaCaster and into an
electrical outlet
Continued on next page
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Problem
No sound on my second
room TV
No personal channel on my
screen

Probable Cause/Correction
•
•

•
•

•

IR remote control does not
work

•
•

Make sure that the MediaCaster audio/video cable is plugged in completely
and correctly.
Make sure that the MediaCaster slide switch is in the correct position –
CATV for Cable TV without HRC, ANT for antenna, and HRC for Cable TV
with HRC.
Make sure that the channel selection knob on the MediaCaster is set on the
correct personal channel.
Make sure that the audio/video cable connectors are plugged into the correct
correspondingly colored ports on the MediaCaster and the home entertainment
device.
Unplug the MediaCaster Wall Adapter (power supply) cable from the electrical
outlet and from the MediaCaster, and plug the cable into the MediaCaster and
into the electrical outlet again.
Lighting – make sure that no direct sunlight is shining in the path of the IR
Detector
Make sure that the coaxial cables are connected to the correct ports on the
IRCaster and CableCaster.
The TV should be connected to the IRCaster TV port.
The cable that is connected to the IRCaster NET port (the port with the green
dot) should be connected to a CableCaster NET port (one with a green dot).

•

•

•
•

Unclear picture

•

•
•

TV "searches" for
MediaCaster personal
channel

•

Verify that you can see a red LED flashing in the IR Detector when you
operate the device remote control pointed at the IR Detector. Reposition the IR
Detector and the remote control, and vary the distance between the IR Detector
and the remote control until you can see the flashing red LED.
Verify that the device remote control is working properly, by taking the remote
control to the room where the device is connected to the MediaCaster an
operating the remote control in the room with the device.
Verify that the MediaCaster IR Emitter is properly positioned near to or
attached over the IR lens of the home entertainment device.
Verify that there is not a splitter installed between the IRCaster and the
CableCaster, and between the MediaCaster and the CableCaster, to ensure that
an optimum signal level is received and transmitted by the IRCaster.
Make sure that a 75-Ohm terminator is placed on every unused port on the
CableCaster and the MediaCaster, and on each cut cable that exits a locked
cable case.
Check the connecting pin inside the terminator. Straighten the pin if it is bent,
and place the terminator back onto the unused port or cable end.
If you have a TV set without automatic gain control and you see waves going
through the picture, you can use an in-line attenuator to reduce the signal
strength. In-line attenuators are sold at stores such as Radio Shack.
Your Cable TV company may be using HRC.
Slide the MediaCaster ANT-CATV-HRC switch to HRC.
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Appendix E: Accessories and Replacement Parts
The following accessories and replacement parts are available from Peracom Networks, Inc.
Ordering information is available on the Avcast website: www.avcast.com and from retail suppliers.
Note: All kits and accessories include a User Guide and a Warranty Card.
Accessory

Part Number

Avcast
 Media Kit
CableCaster

1 CableCaster
2 Screws
3 Terminators
1 Wall Adapter (15 VDC Power Supply)
MediaCaster

1 MediaCaster
1 IR Emitter
1 6-foot Audio/Video cable
1 6-foot coaxial cable
1 Terminator
1 Wall Adapter (15 VDC Power Supply)
IRCaster

1 IRCaster
1 IR Detector
1 6-foot coaxial cable
1 Terminator
1 Wall Adapter (15 VDC Power Supply)
(Each IRCaster after the first one in a network
requires an in-line 75 Ohm DC Block—
Radio Shack Part Number 15-1259)
IR Detector
Requires a Handset Adapter (Radio Shack Part
Number 279-425) to connect
the IR Detector and the IR Emitter to the
MediaCaster at the same time
Filters
To block channels 65-69
To block channels 70-74
To block channels 75-80
To block channels 65-90
Weatherproof Case
For outdoor CableCaster installation

MK-1000N
CC-1016N

MC-1011N
Note:

An audio/video distribution amplifier can be
purchased from Radio Shack (Part Number
15-1103) for a DSS receiver that has no
unused audio/video OUT ports.

IR-1018N

ID-1022N

FL-1030A
FL-1031A
FL-1032A
FL-1029A
WP-1033N

Replacement Part

Part Number

Wall Adapter (15 VDC Power Supply)
IR Emitter
IR Detector

PW-1024NF
IE-11023NF
ID-1022NF
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Index
CableCaster
Accessory Part Number........................................... 82
advanced installations ......................................... 3, 20
ANT/CATV port ....................... 18, 26, 29, 34, 36, 61
basic installation ...................................................... 17
connect MediaCaster to ........................................... 43
gets power from IRCaster ............. 4, 5, 18, 61, 66, 67
green LED ............................................. 18, 30, 31, 61
install filter .......................... 18, 26, 29, 33, 36, 60, 78
install in serial wiring network ................................ 60
install Premium cable box with locked cable case .. 35
install Premium cable box with splitter ................... 32
install when there is no splitter................................ 29
install with locked cable company case ............ 24, 76
installation for DSS ................................................. 18
installed in unlocked cable company case ......... 17, 77
mount with screws .......................... 18, 28, 31, 38, 61
multiple TVs on NET port ...................................... 22
NET ports ............................ 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 36, 60
possiible connections ................................................ 5
specifications ........................................................... 66
terminators on unused ports ...... 18, 28, 31, 34, 38, 61
Wall Adapter ......................... 5, 18, 28, 31, 38, 61, 66
weatherproof case ....................................... 17, 60, 82
what it does ........................................................... 1, 5
case, cable company ......................... See cable company
channel, MediaCaster personal ..... See personal channel
channels
blocked by filters ..................................................... 78
Cable TV ................................................................. 64
frequency vs. cable signal loss ................................ 68
UHF-TV .................................................................. 64
coaxial cable
frequency vs. signal loss ......................................... 68
how to install F connectors on ................................ 72
install F connectors on ........ 26, 27, 29, 33, 36, 37, 60
parallel wiring ..................................................... 8, 70
reference information .............................................. 68
RG-6 and RG-59 cable types .................................. 68
serial wiring ........................................................ 8, 70
serial wiring vs. parallel wiring ............................... 70
signal loss key ......................................................... 69

1
15 VDC Power Supply ....................... See Wall Adapter
A
Accessories ................................................................. 82
advanced installations
CableCaster when there is no splitter...................... 29
CableCaster with locked cable case ........................ 24
CableCaster, Premium cable box with locked cable
case ..................................................................... 35
CableCaster, Premium cable box with splitter ........ 32
connect another IRCaster to network ...................... 48
connect another MediaCaster to network ............... 45
connect IR Detector and Emitter to MediaCaster ... 46
home entertainment network .............................. 3, 20
multiple TVs on one CableCaster NET port ........... 22
VCR and TV with splitter to MediaCaster ............. 39
ANT/CATV port, CableCaster ..... 18, 26, 29, 34, 36, 61
ANT-CATV-HRC switch, MediaCaster... 11, 40, 54, 81
attenuator .............................................................. 69, 81
audio/video cable
home entertainment device ......................... 12, 40, 55
MediaCaster ................................................ 12, 40, 55
audio/video distribution amplifier for DSS..... 12, 55, 82
Avcast ................................................. See also Peracom
E-mail address ........................................................ 79
technical support ..................................................... 79
website .............................................................. 79, 82
Avcast Media Kit
how to install .......................................................... 10
Part Number............................................................ 82
what is in the kit........................................................ 1
what the kit does ....................................................... 2
B
basic installation, home entertainment network...... 3, 10
C
cable company
inside cable company case ...................................... 75
install CableCaster in unlocked case ...................... 77
install CableCaster with locked case ...................... 76
reference information.............................................. 74
unlocked case ............................................................ 7
Cable TV Act (FCC)................................................... 74
Cable TV channels...................................................... 64
cable wall outlet
connect IRCaster to .................................... 16, 50, 59
connect MediaCaster to .............................. 13, 41, 55
cable, coaxial ....................................... See coaxial cable

D
DC Block, IRCaster .............................................. 48, 50
Radio Shack Part Number ................................. 48, 82
dial, MediaCaster ............................................ 11, 39, 54
Digital Satellite System ..................................... See DSS
DSS ............................................................................... 2
audio/video distribution amplifier ............... 12, 55, 82
CableCaster installation for ..................................... 18
DVD deck ..................................................................... 2
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electrical power ...............................................See power
E-mail address
Avcast support ........................................................ 79

installation
audio/video cable ........................................ 12, 40, 55
Avcast Media Kit .................................................... 10
CableCaster ............................................................. 17
CableCaster for DSS ............................................... 18
CableCaster with locked cable company case ......... 24
CableCaster with serial wiring ................................ 60
CableCaster, no splitter ........................................... 29
F connectors ............................................................ 72
filters ................................... 18, 26, 29, 33, 36, 60, 78
ground block..............................................................7
IRCaster ...................................................... 15, 48, 58
IRCaster DC Block ................................................. 50
MediaCaster ...................................................... 11, 54
multiple TVs on one CableCaster NET port ........... 22
Premium cable box with locked cable case ............. 35
Premium cable box with splitter.............................. 32
VCR and TV with splitter to MediaCaster .............. 39
installation, home entertainment network
advanced .............................................................. 3, 20
basic .................................................................... 3, 10
get ready for ..............................................................7
install another IRCaster ........................................... 48
install another MediaCaster ..................................... 45
what do you want to connect .....................................6
what to do first ..........................................................6
IR Detector
Accessory Part Number ........................................... 82
connect to Handset Adapter .................................... 47
connect to IRCaster ..................................... 16, 51, 59
connect to MediaCaster ........................................... 46
how to use ............................................. 19, 47, 52, 62
Replacement Part Number ...................................... 82
what it does ........................................................... 1, 4
IR Emitter
connect to Handset Adapter .................................... 46
connect to MediaCaster ............................... 14, 42, 57
Replacememt Part Number ..................................... 82
what it does ........................................................... 1, 4
IRCaster
Accessory Part Number ........................................... 82
advanced installation ........................................... 3, 48
connect IR Detector to................................. 16, 51, 59
connect to cable wall outlet ......................... 16, 50, 59
DC Block..................................................... 48, 50, 82
how to install ..................................................... 15, 58
install another in network ........................................ 48
mount with Velcro strip............................... 16, 51, 59
NET port ..................................................... 16, 50, 59
provides power for CableCaster ................ 4, 5, 66, 67
specifications ........................................................... 67
TV port ........................................................ 16, 50, 59
Wall Adapter ..................................... 4, 16, 50, 59, 61
what it does ........................................................... 1, 4
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